1. Loosen the tabletiling on aluminium alloy leg.

2. Pull out the leg to required length, then tighten the tabletiling.

3. Spread the other two legs out in same length.

4. Connect body tube with altazimuth mount and tighten the altazimuth mount screw.

5. Finderscope base’s installing.

6. Tighten the two set screws on the finderscope base.

7. Slide the finderscope into the base.

8. Tighten the three screw on the base.

9. Insert the zenith mirror into focuser.
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10. Tighten the screws on zenith mirror.
11. Insert 25mm eyepiece into zenith mirror.
12. Insert 10mm eyepiece into zenith mirror.
13. Insert 3X Barlow lens into zenith mirror. (Advise not use for viewing landscape)
14. Insert 25mm eyepiece into 3X Barlow lens. (Advise not use for viewing landscape)
15. Insert 10mm eyepiece into 3X Barlow lens. (Advise not use for viewing landscape)
16. Open the objective lens cover.
17. Turn the focuser wheel to make field clear.
18. Finderscope’s observation (Inverted image)

Here are Optional Charging Accessories